JOIN TEACH FOR UGANDA FELLOWSHIP
Teach For Uganda (TFU) is a locally-rooted and globally-informed leadership development organization that is fully
registered since 2016 as a non-profit organization in Uganda.
We leverage the power and knowledge of promising future leaders to ensure that one day, all children in Uganda attain an
excellent education, enabling them to thrive in constantly changing economies. Through our 2-year Teaching as Leadership
Fellowship, we recruit and train Uganda’s top university graduates of any course and bring on government primary teachers in
P.1-P.3 into the Fellowship.
They will both work as full-time teacher-leaders in high-need and under-served government schools to drastically improve
the learning and life outcomes of children in low-income communities.

ELIGIBILITY
Graduates & Refugees
Applicants must be citizens of Uganda who are 30 years and below.
Refugees who are 35 years and below.
Applicants must have attained at least a bachelor’s degree in any discipline of study.
Applicants must have achieved a minimum CGPA of 3.0 and above.
Applicants must not have more than 3 years of post-university training
Government Teachers
Applicants must be 21 years to 40 years
Applicants must have attained at least a grade three certificate
Applicants must be UPE government teachers of P1-P3
Applicants must have at least 2 years of teaching experience.

WHAT WE LOOK FOR
Commitment and passion to our mission of ending education inequity in Uganda.
A track record of demonstrated leadership and outstanding achievement.
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills with the ability to listen, motivate and influence others.
Excellent problem-solving and critical-thinking skills.
Strong organisational and planning ability.
Perseverance and resilience in face of challenges.
Empathy and an appreciation for diversity.
Ability to teach the primary curriculum.

TFU FELLOWSHIP BENEFITS
A lifetime opportunity to shape Uganda's future.
Cutting-edge global training in leadership, and innovative teaching methods
Acceptance into a globally recognized fellowship.
Connection and opportunity to learn from a global Teach For All network of fellows, alumni and leaders spanning over 60
countries and 6 continents.
Opportunity to develop most sought-after leadership skills.
Access to mentorship, coaching from leadership development coaches, and other personal development and growth
opportunities.
Monthly airtime and internet.
A monthly stipend and health insurance to university graduate fellows.
Transport contribution for government teachers during school days.

